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Grim weeper: Estella and friends
Tim Blair Blog Posts

RELIGIOUS HYSTERIA
OVERCOMES TEEN
Tim Blair, The Daily Telegraph
May 3, 2019 8:23am
Subscriber only

A lifetime of climate panic does strange things to the
young folk. For example, today it turned one of them
into a weeping, gasping, inconsolable wreck:
Fourteen year old Estella Brasier is so terrified about
climate change that she can’t even speak to a journalist
about her fears without breaking down in tears.

REAL ESTATE

“We need to find new politics,” is all she can manage before
dissolving into sobs and burying her head in her friend’s
shoulder …
“I just don’t understand why no one talks about it,” says
Estella, when she recovers her composure. “Obviously now
we’re having a change. But people are actually voting
for people like Scott Morrison and it’s ridiculous
because he’s a monster.”
Keisha nods her head in vigorous agreement.
“He’s a monster to Australia,” continues Estella. “And I
want Australia to live in a country where we are free from
all things that are climate change. It’s just so stupid and I
just wish that he could just change his mind and that why
we’re here today because we want to change his mind.”
Estella is my favourite from today’s climate terror party, but
the kids who stormed Albo’s office were also impressive:
Students as young as 10 have barged into the office of
Labor’s Anthony Albanese as part of a national strike for
climate action.
The protesters trashed his reception area with Adani
stickers, dropped a framed picture and threw pamphlets
on the floor.
They stood on chairs in the reception area, shouting “no
more oil, keep our carbon in the soil” and yelled
inappropriate and violent comments towards the
receptionist as they “demanded” Mr Albanese “come out”.
Taking advantage of their opportunity, the youngsters
presented a list of further demands and declarations:
“If you let us vote, none of this would happen,” yelled a
boy with an Elmo backpack while others yelled “we
just want to kill ScoMo” and “we have Kazoos and not
afraid to use them” and “stop killing black people” and
“climate change is not a lie, do not let our planet die.”
Heavy rain later dismantled the protest …
Of course it did.
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